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RIGHT
TIME.
RIGHT
PLACE.

ECLC acknowledges the Wurundjeri people of
the Kulin Nation, the traditional custodians of
the land across ECLC’s region. We pay our deep
respects to the elders, both past and present.
CLIENT STORIES
ECLC highly values the confidentiality and
privacy of its clients and yet many wish their
stories to be heard. No real names are used
in this report and some details have been
amended to protect privacy.
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TERTIARY PREVENTION OR RESPONSE

TERTIARY

SECONDARY

PRIMARY

Supports survivors and holds perpetrators to
account (and aims to prevent the recurrence
of violence)

SECONDARY PREVENTION OR EARLY INTERVENTION
Aims to 'change the trajectory' for individuals
at higher-than-average risk of perpetrating or
experiencing violence

PRIMARY PREVENTION
Whole-of-population inititives that address the
primary ('first' or underlying) drivers of violence
SOURCE: OUR WATCH
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CHAIRPERSON & CEO: A TIME FO
Could I have an
appointment for some
legal help?
When? Where?
While this question still happens, ECLC’s
approach is increasingly varied, sophisticated,
tailored, integrated and timely. Hence the
answers are now seldom that simple.
When people have health, education or life
issues, it is far preferable to intervene as
early as possible, rather than wait until the
problems become a crisis. It is even better
to seek to prevent these issues occurring.
The prevention pyramid, familiar in health
and family violence domains, is rarely
applied in a legal setting. The MABELS
partnership research thoroughly explored
and demonstrated Secondary Prevention

through ‘early intervention family violence
legal assistance’. This has broader resonance
and application, including in the Centre’s
Enhanced Entry Project and elder abuse work.
Integrated practice models with other
community service professionals (in ECLC
and partner agencies) are rapidly emerging
and providing better experiences and
outcomes for people seeking legal support.
Add variations in location and communities
across the vast catchment, addressed through
partnerships and many outreach locations,
and the time and place is right more often.
Although resources remain inadequate
to meet demand, the greater certainty of
funding enabled management to correctly
place emphasis on service delivery and
quality improvements, with a focus on
people experiencing complex vulnerability,
family violence and elder abuse, as well as
engagement with the Aboriginal and culturally
diverse communities across the East.

CHAIRPERSON & CEO: A TIME FOR REFLECTION

JANET MATTON, CHAIRPERSON

MICHAEL SMITH, CEO

OR REFLECTION
The Centre’s partnerships are multi-layered,
with many organisations collaborating through
projects, long-term ventures, funding support
or even ideas to support the shared vision.
The Centre offers its strong appreciation for
all of these – shared spaces and places at the
right time achieve outcomes that could never
be reached alone.
The ECLC volunteers provide a highly skilled
and increasingly varied workforce that both
meets legal and other need and represents
the Centre as shining examples of continued
community commitment. Thank you to each
volunteer for your solidarity and teamwork.
The outstanding staff team have demonstrated
their ability, adaptability and agility as new
approaches are attempted and improved.
New quality and evaluation work has
confirmed service improvements and
outcomes and the team should be proud
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of this and their dedication and professionalism.
Legal Services Director Belinda Lo, already
known as a sector leader, was recognised by
being appointed as Interim CEO of the CLC’s
state peak body, enthusiastically supported
by ECLC through a secondment.
The Board embedded its new sub-committee
structure and welcomed two new Board
members, Luong Ta and Katherine Dowson.
We thank the Board for their wisdom,
endeavor and encouragement that facilitates
a strategic approach. After a decade, Treasurer
Tony Monley is retiring and we express
deep gratitude for his financial expertise and
oversight, wise counsel and vital contribution
to the Centre’s growth.
The ECLC community is so often in the Right
Time Right Place for so many. Yet it remains
a vision incomplete so we thank you all and
trust that the collaboration to meet this hope
will continue.
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VISION

VALUES

Human Rights – Fairness – Justice

Respect

MISSION

Treating ourselves and others with dignity,
honesty and appreciating diversity

Eastern Community Legal Centre is committed
to reform that achieves equality and social
justice within the legal system for communities
and people experiencing disadvantage.

Compassion
Being non-judgmental, supportive,
showing empathy

2015-18

AIM
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To work with the community to identify and
address issues of inequality and injustice in
the legal system.

Providing a voice for those who cannot
advocate for themselves

PRIORITY COMMUNITIES

Assuring confidentiality, showing courage

Safety

–

Children and Young People

Justice & Human Rights

–

People Experiencing or At Risk
of Family Violence

Strong Governance & Assurance

–

Indigenous Australians

–

Older People

–

People who Experience Language
or Cultural Barriers

Resourcefulness & Practicality

–

People Experiencing or At Risk
of Homelessness

Innovation & Entrepreneureship

–

People with a Disability or Mental Illness

IMPLEMENTATION
OF STRATEGIC PLAN
OBJECTIVE 1

Provide quality legal help to communities in
the east and target intensive services to clients
and communities most in need
•

Advocacy

Enhanced Entry Project – major developments
throughout the year transforming triage
processes and expanding support for clients.

Access, equity, advocacy and empowerment
Open and transparent management and
communication
Finding solutions through working collaboratively
Encouraging and implementing new ideas and
strategies

OBJECTIVE 2

Collaborate with the health and community
sector, Government and other services, to deliver
prevention and early intervention programs
to priority communities
•

Matter of Trust – series of major partnership
events provide education and prevention
regarding financial elder abuse through close
collaboration with CALD communities.

•

MABELS – Partnership initiative develops leading
research on Early Intervention Family Violence
Legal Assistance.

•

Warr Noogal Arts Project - received philanthropic
support from Besen Foundation to engage with
Aboriginal community through art and
community legal education.

•

New Monbulk Outreach – following Dandenong
Ranges Legal Needs Study and funding extension.

•

Integrated Practice - leading development of new
approach across key legal programs, including
SAGE, MABELS, EEP and Elder Abuse.

•

Quality and Evaluation Manager – new role
driving monitoring and evaluation program and
service improvements.

•

Healesville Women 4 Women – Yarra Ranges
Centre actively supports successful local
community initiative.

•

Client Satisfaction Survey – across Victorian
CLCs and particularly at Eastern demonstrates
high satisfaction from respondents.

•

Elder Abuse Prevention – new funding supports
EEAN and new prevention partnership with
Swinburne University.

IMPLEMENTATION OF STRATEGIC PLAN

OBJECTIVE 3

Contribute expertise to strategic advocacy
and law reform to enhance the wellbeing of
communities and people experiencing
disadvantage
•

Health Justice Partnerships – leading
developments and networks in this emerging
field, including major research and policy
development, and exploring new opportunities.

•

Elder Abuse – ECLC named at the UN by Age
Discrimination Commissioner Dr Kay Patterson.
Leading strategic advocacy including growth
of Eastern Elder Abuse Network and through
Elder Abuse Action Australia.

•

Family Violence – collaborative advocacy,
including support of implementation of Royal
Commission recommendations.

•

Strong relationships with key decision-makers –
creating opportunities to showcase ECLC’s
expertise and models to key decision-makers,
such as State Attorney-General Martin Pakula
at the 2017 AGM.

•

Leading expert professional networks – including
state and national CLC, family violence and
Health Justice Partnership networks.

•

Volunteers & Partnerships Dinner – with a theme
of ‘Healing Justice’, explored emerging themes
from Health Justice Australia, while highlighting
the importance of local community engagement.

OBJECTIVE 4

Maintain a vital organisation to support
excellent client service
•

Board Structure – two new committees: Quality,
Services and Development, as well as Finance,
Audit and Risk enhance governance oversight
and support deeper exploration to support
management.

•

Respectful Relations – participation in
collaborative research project supports
commitment to diversity, workplace flexibility
and staff wellbeing.

•

Major renovation – of Boronia office to meet
needs of program expansion and improve
functionality.

•

Accreditation successfully achieved - through
CLCs’ National Accreditation Scheme assessing
quality across service delivery, management
and governance.

•

Diversification of volunteers and student
placements – creating new roles to engage
with broader activities and operations.
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BOARD

STAFF

Janet Matton
Chairperson

Michael Smith
Chief Executive Officer

Christine Cowin
Deputy Chair

DIRECTORS

Jose Abalo
Secretary

Belinda Lo
Legal Services
(Principal Lawyer)

Tony Monley OAM
Treasurer
Malcolm Cumming
Katherine Dowson
Guy Masters
Jeanette McRae
Luong Ta

Katiana Velcek
People & Shared Services
Sonia Vignjevic
Partnerships & Community
Development
Peter Gartlan
Partnerships & Community
Development (Interim)

Connie Chen
Community Lawyer
Kathleen O’Callaghan
Community Lawyer
Shasheema Ruwanpathirana
Migration Agent
Sharon Villanueva
Enhanced Entry Co-ordinator

OUTER EAST/
YARRA RANGES
Amanda McAnuff
Managing Lawyer
Galit Aflalo
Managing Lawyer

LEGAL SERVICES

Anita Di Santo
Community Lawyer

INNER EAST

Kate Gustke
Community Lawyer

Deborah Miller
Managing Lawyer
Jacinta Maloney
Co-ordinator Deakin
Student Legal Service

Gavin Wiltshire
Community Lawyer
Tamara Hamilton-Noy
Community Lawyer

BOARD, STAFF AND VOLUNTEERS
VOLUNTEERS
Naseef Abdulla

Tess Chappell

Merna Elyas

Declan High

Nubil Ahamadon

Anna Chen

Candice Fernandez

Jasmine Holmes

Jana Andritsos

Wrijoy Chowdhury

Ian Fieldhouse

Briana Jackman

Lily Angelovski

Rebecca Cohen

Matthew Fong

Joseph Jeney

Elise Anselma

Emily Cook

Jett Garner

Claire Johnson

Kaitlin Bakken

Karin Costenoble

Helen Gay

Karen Jones

Nikhil Banerjee

Leigh Crosbie

Alexis Georgiou

Harini Kasthuriarachchi

Shayannah Beck

Maddison Cubitt

David Goddard

Vernice Lee

Jonathan Beh

Beth Dal Cin (nee Parle)

Rhonda Goodall

Rachael Lim

Georgia Bishop

Tony Daquino

Lisa Grealy

Beatrice Lim

Kaitlin Boyd

William Deng

Geraldine Griffiths

David Lim

Stephen Bruce

Mudit Dhami

Alexandra Gunn

Jacinta Magazzu

Danielle Burton

Corey Dineen

Craig Halfpenny

Thomas Mah

Elly Butel

Samuel Dixon

Tamara Hamilton - Noy

Alexander Marinis

Nick Carstein

Chantal Drysdale

Rachael Harris

Clare McAuley

Karla Champion

Sven Edquist

Ben Hicks

Brendan McCarthy

BOARD, STAFF AND VOLUNTEERS

MAJOR PROJECTS
Marika Manioudakis –
Manager

MABELS
Anita Koochew
Senior Community
Lawyer/Co-ordinator

PARTNERSHIPS
& COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT

Teresa Donegan
Elder Abuse Prevention

INTAKE AND
ADMINISTRATION
(AIRR TEAM)

Donna Askew
Manager, Quality
and Evaluation

Holly Phillips-Kliska
Senior

INNER EAST

Christina Burke
Co-ordinator

Suresh Ramachandraiah
Manager

Louise Higgins
Senior

Kate Gustke
Community Lawyer

Iresha Buthgamuwa
Community Development
Co-ordinator

Kathryn Barnett

Marissa Johnpillai
Community Lawyer
Lauren Gordon
Community Lawyer
Felicity Ellis
Family Violence Advocate

SAGE
Ruth Howland
Co-ordinator
Sara Molenaar
Community Lawyer
Ruth Thomas
Family Violence Advocate
Kelsey Smith
Intake and Administration

Kelly Reid
Stephanie Streets

Susan Hillman Stolz
Regional Officer, YRIPP (CMY)

Caterina Molluso

Julie-Anne Forbes
Administration Officer,
YRIPP (CMY)

Helen Gay

Maddison Cubbit

Alexandra Gunn

Nhu Ngoc Tran
Administration Officer,
YRIPP (CMY)

Declan High
Jefferson Ngyon

Diane DeBell
Financial Counsellor (FMC)

OUTER EAST/YARRA
RANGES
Kate Gibson
Manager
Fadak Alfayadh
Community Development
Co-ordinator
Anita Koochew
Yarra Ranges Co-ordinator
Kaz Mackay
Elder Abuse Prevention

Sonalee Weerasinghe

PEOPLE & SHARED
SERVICES
Michael Woollard
Finance Manager
Naomi Hynes
Executive Assistant /
Communications
Abby McCarthy
Communications
Kelsey Smith
Stephanie Streets

Hannah McMahon

Shaun Nolan

Thomas Spillaine

Darren Wong

Geordie McNeilly

Denise O’Shannassy

Beth Sutton

Sonia Yeung

Pamela McNulty

Taylor Owens

Stephanie Thirlwall

Evangeline Yong

Shalini Mendis

Zoe Pace

Paul Thompson

Alison Zhu

Connor Miscamble

Dean Pavitt

Mark Tomisich

Kate Mitchell

Grace Pizzaia

Alex Triantos

Christopher Mitchell

Jacinta Richards

Erin Varker

Michelle Mok

Nigel Ross

Rod Veith

Caterina Molluso

Lachlan Ryan

Julia Ventura

Alexandra Mow
(nee Donegan)

Alexandra Ryan

Burnet Wang

Courtney Salter

Michael Wells

Katherine Mroz

Molly Scott

Kate Wild

Lisa Mundos

Kahlia Shenstone

Lucia Williams

Jefferson Nguon

Andrew Sinclair

Margaret (Marg) Willis

Peter Nicholas

Natesha Somasundaram

Gavin Wiltshire

Antonia Niteros
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RESPECTFUL
RELATIONS: KEYS
TO DIVERSITY
MANAGEMENT
RESEARCH STUDY

ELDER ABUSE
ECLC’s elder abuse activity covers a broad
span of timeliness, from primary prevention
through to responding to challenging cases
of significant abuse.

Centre staff have been actively engaged
in a longitudinal research project led by the
University of Melbourne in partnership with
Women’s Health East and other organisations.
The aim of the project is to understand and
improve workplaces by exploring factors that
impact on employee wellbeing, both at
work and in their personal life.
An Inclusive Leadership Program was
conducted based on the research outcomes
leading to a workplace strategic plan based
on the research, training outcomes and a
policy review. The final report, across all the
organisations is anticipated in July 2019.

The Eastern Elder Abuse Network (EEAN)
is one of the first and largest networks in
Australia and continues to have a strong
membership including 100 members from
over 50 organisations. New funding from
DHHS and State Trustees has enabled the
network to broaden and focus more on
primary prevention – an area relatively
new to the elder abuse space.
In July, new Free From Violence project
funding will enable a new prevention initiative
using digital storytelling to be developed
in partnership with Swinburne University.
In February, ECLC presented on the Matter
of Trust program at the National Elder Abuse
Conference in Sydney – Together Making
Change. The conference culminated in
an announcement from Attorney General
Christian Porter of a National Plan for

PREVENTION AND FOUNDATION
VOLUNTEERS
ECLC’s 113 dedicated volunteers
remain the foundation of its
approach. Across a myriad of
skills and roles, they embody
a community acting to prevent
problems in their local area.
In May, over 140 volunteers and partners
acknowledged and celebrated their collective
work at ECLC’s signature event, the Volunteers
and Partnerships Dinner.
Entitled Healing Justice?, keynote speaker Dr Tessa
Boyd-Caine of Health Justice Australia explored
whether the justice system can be rebalanced,
“to provide more healing, better outcomes, for the
many people who turn to it, particularly those most
ECLC Lifetime Achievement Award
recipient, Karin Costenoble

PREVENTION AND FOUNDATION

Elder Abuse. The Centre is active in sector
consultations and networks including the
establishment of Elder Abuse Action Australia.

is culturally safe and appropriate. ECLC is
extremely grateful to them for their wonderful
contributions and guidance with this project.

ECLC provides extensive community legal
education and professional development
opportunities on Elder Abuse. In addition,
the team provides secondary consultations
across the region, providing expertise to
partner agencies around referral pathways
and other issues.

In this phase of Matter of Trust, Elder Abuse
Family Days have been held, where the
whole community can come together to
learn about what they can do to prevent elder
abuse. These events are co-designed and
co-presented with the community leaders.

MATTER OF TRUST
Matter of Trust is a major partnership project
that works closely with CaLD communities
using a narrative approach to prevent elder
abuse, with a focus on financial abuse.

Many agencies have continued to work in
close partnership to deliver Matter of Trust
and are all acknowledged for their significant
contributions.

Its premise is that elder abuse happens in
all communities, but messaging needs to be
targeted differently with specific communities
in a way that will best effect change for them.
This year the partnership has worked closely
with the Indian, Greek, Chinese, Italian and
Interfaith communities. The partnership
works closely with volunteer community
leaders to ensure it is delivered in a way that

Primary prevention across community
to prevent problems before they occur.
vulnerable to legal need.” The event was an
opportunity to consider whether the justice
system and the people who work within it,
can realistically provide restoration and
healing. The ECLC Lifetime Achievement
Award was proudly presented to long-term
volunteer lawyer, Karin Costenoble at the
dinner. ECLC thanks event sponsors Moores,
Robinson Gill Lawyers and Maurice
Blackburn Lawyers.

HEALESVILLE WOMEN
4 WOMEN
Healesville Women 4 Women emerged from
the local Change the Story network as a
collaboration of local community partners
and volunteers led by ECLC. Its objective
is to improve the connection, access and
empowerment of women in Healesville.

The project addressed gender equity issues
and contributes towards the promotion of
respectful relationships. It is hoped that it
will in the long-term contribute to the
prevention of and early intervention in family
violence.
The event for women in Healesville to
celebrate International Women’s Day was
attended by over 100 women and included
guest speakers, group meditation, activity
and craft classes, free massages and lunch,
as well as a gift bag.
The feedback was overwhelmingly positive,
with one attendee reported that it was the
best community event she had ever attended.
Leadership has now transitioned to local
community members.
Healesville Women 4 Women enjoyed a
partnership of twelve partner organisations,
eight community volunteers and four funders.
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MABELS
MABELS clinics have continued to provide
valuable Early Intervention Family Violence
Legal Assistance to women and children at
risk of or experiencing family violence by
integrating legal and family violence support
into maternal and child health settings.
With partnership changes, ECLC employed
a Family Violence Advocate to support
women and maintain program integrity.
MABELS has also continued developing
and implementing strategies to improve
accessibility to Early Intervention Family
Violence Legal Assistance for Aboriginal
women and mothers of Aboriginal children
and for Culturally and Linguistically Diverse
women, particularly women from Burmese
community.

Over 2017-2018 the MABELS Partnership
used the experience, knowledge and skills
developed through MABELS, especially
through the voices and experiences of women
who have engaged with the program, to
identify how integration can inform Early
Intervention Family Violence Legal Service
design, enhance early intervention family
violence legal practice and guide system
reform. (A major report was released in
October 2018.)

EARLY INTERVENTION AND AWAR
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT AND LEGAL
EDUCATION
As new partnership opportunities evolve,
the number of requests for Community Legal
Education (CLE) workshops has increased this
year. CLE and new projects have enabled the
Centre to extend its reach and empower clients
and communities through provision of legal
information and knowledge.
During the 2017-2018 year, over 110 CLE
sessions occurred spanning the full
catchment with a wide range of community
organisations, clients, volunteers and
professional groups focusing on the range
of legal matters impacting on people and
communities.

The Centre celebrated Law Week in the Library,
with information stalls and CLE sessions in
8 libraries across Whitehorse Manningham,
Maroondah, Knox and Yarra Ranges.
Supported by the Victorian Law Foundation,
100+ people accessed the information
available, obtaining knowledge and advice
about specific legal needs, with infringement
issues becoming the highest priority.
Participation in the Swinburne University
Youth forum at the Croydon campus provided
over 400 students including international
students and newly arrived migrants access
to information about ECLC and related legal
issues.

EARLY INTERVENTION AND AWARENESS

CASE STUDY: KRIS
advocate provided safety planning options, and the
family violence lawyer provided Kris with advice
including on her rights in separation and child
contact principles.

Kris was referred into MABELS by her MCH nurse
after she reported ongoing concerns with her
partner’s behaviour. Kris and her partner had been
in a de facto relationship for 8 years and have two
children aged 2 and 5 together.

Kris returned for a further appointment two months
later. She said that she felt ‘empowered’ after her
last appointment and had been trying to be protective
of her children and stand up to her partner where
safe to do so. She said that she hasn’t decided yet
whether she wants to separate from her partner or
take any other legal action.

Kris reported that she felt guilty about coming to
seek advice about her situation and was not ready
to take any action, she just wanted to talk.
In going through her experience with the family
violence lawyer and family violence advocate, it
emerged that her partner often made Kris feel guilty
about things. She also felt he had also been too
strong in his discipline of the children. The family
violence advocate spoke about the family violence
and explained the dynamics of control that were
sitting behind those behaviours. The family violence

RENESS

Changing trajectory and engaging
‘at risk’ populations.

Community Legal Education delivered
to priority communities
3%

Six months later, Kris got in contact with MABELS
again and said that she wanted to start the process
of separation. MABELS supported Kris with a warm
referral to a lawyer to assist with both property and
children’s matters.

Community Legal Education by key issues
2%

2%

3%
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1%
1%

3%
3%

12%
10%
40%

SESSIONS

39%

SESSIONS

11%

12%

30%

28%
Older people

Elder abuse

Car accidents

People who experience language or culture barriers

General

Cyberbullying & Sexting

People experiencing ort risk of family violence

Wills/Power of Attorney

Employment law

Children and Young People

Family Violence

Neighbourhood issues

Indigenous Australians

Fines

People experiencing or at risk of homelessness
Pople with a disability or mental illness
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EASTERN ENHANCED ENTRY PROJECT
ii. To develop and pilot an Enhanced Intake
service with high priority clients with
complex issues receiving legal help, then
being connected with the relevant legal
help and related help within a legal help
plan (including non-ECLC legal services).

The Enhanced Entry Project (EEP) aims
to provide holistic high quality legal help
to priority clients and focus resources where
they are most needed.

ENTRY POINT

Specifically the two main objectives, together
with a focus on evaluation, were:
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While challenging, the project has proven
highly successful, with an increase in clients
experiencing disadvantage and from the
Centre’s priority communities being identified
and assisted, as well as increased non-legal
support to clients in their engagement with
the Centre.

i. To develop, document, implement and
review a centre-wide Triage Framework
that guides ECLC in managing client
expectations, building client capacity,
and targeting intensive services to
clients with high need.

“The evaluation found that despite many challenges, the Triage Framework

is well embedded in the ECLC and is largely viewed as an effective, though
resource intensive way of targeting services to the most vulnerable priority
clients. Factors that supported the organisation to embed the Framework
include: implementing change gradually and with multiple points for reflection
and staff feedback; thorough staff training; good relations among staff; stable
staffing; and developing practical tools and processes to support use of the
Triage Framework.” [source: EEP End of Project Evaluation report p16, August 2018]

ENTRY POINT

Intake and assessment approach
targets priority communities

CENTRE CLIENT ENQUIRIES
800
700
600
500
400
300

July 17

Aug 17

Sept 17

Oct 17

Nov 17

Dec 17

Jan 18

Feb 18

Mar 18

Apr 18

May 18

Jun 18

ENTRY POINT

ENHANCED ENTRY PROJECT TIMELINE
2015 - 2016
»» Innovation &
Transformation
Grant developed
and approved
»» Project plan
developed and
accepted

2016
»» Consultations
& data analysis
»» Triage Framework
developed
»» Steering Group
identified &
established

2017
»» AIRR (Assessment,
Intake, Referral,
Response) team
established and
trained
»» Triage Framework
commenced
»» Enhanced Entry
Co-ordinator (EEC)
commenced April

EEP Project Internal Launch, July 2017

2018
»» AIRR team
Centralisation
Pilot 2
»» 3 month
Centralisation
Pilot at Boronia
»» Refinement of
EEC role, co-located
with AIRR team

»» Supported Case
Managment trial

»» Enhanced Entry
confirmed as
ongoing approach

»» Internal Launch
July

»» Project formally
concludes

»» EEP Showcase at
AGM animation
& role play

»» Evaluation

»» AIRR Team
Centralisation
Pilot 1
15

CLIENT FEEDBACK
A community lawyer assisted a client who had been experiencing family violence
and elder abuse from his adult son. At the end of his appointment, the client said
he had completed an intake call a week or so earlier, and told the lawyer:

“ That lady I spoke to (AIRRTeam member) – she saved my life. She told

me I should call police if I felt like me and my wife were in danger. To call
000, or to go to the police station if I couldn’t call. I didn’t know then that
things would get worse, but when they did, I went to the police station.
I made a statement. The police took him (their son) away and gave him
a Safety Notice. Now I have an Intervention Order and I feel safe. She
spent a lot of time talking with me and really cared a lot. Please thank
her for me.”

EASTERN COMMUNITY LEGAL CENTRE
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SERVICE DELIVERY

ECLC has brought its legal and support services even
closer to the places its people are in more ways
than one.
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Through the three offices and many outreach
locations across the vast catchment, staff
and volunteer teams continue to bridge vast
distances to enable better and more timely
access to legal help, including travel as far
as Mansfield Court for clients experiencing
particular barriers or disadvantage.
A shift in approach to client access through the
Enhanced Entry Project (EEP) has also brought
the legal and support services closer to people
needing assistance in much more than a
geographical sense. Changes to the intake
model have enabled services to be better
targeted, along with a significant drop in ‘no
shows’ for appointments and a greater number
of legal services delivered to clients with more
complex needs.

This approach has been supported by the
volunteers, particularly at night service, with
more targeted appointments and increased
skills, including utilising more interpreters.
Strengthened community partnerships have
developed the teams’ place in the communities
they serve, particularly for the newer Yarra
Ranges Centre. Greater ties with community
services like Stable Housing have encouraged
more people experiencing homelessness to
seek legal assistance.
Meanwhile, the ongoing commitment to
engagement with local Aboriginal communities
has seen an increase in the number of
community members assisted with legal
support, particularly in Yarra Ranges and
the Outer East.

SERVICE DELIVERY
DEAKIN STUDENT FEEDBACK:
To: Deakin Student Legal Service Migration Agent
Dear ECLC,
I hope you are well.
I applied for a Temporary Graduate visa last month and was
emailed a visa grant just today. I wish to thank you for your
kind assistance in regards to my queries with this application.
I am very grateful to you for sharing with me your intelligent
advices and all the relevant information I needed to know to
help me get to this point.
Thank you once again and I wish you more of the best blessings
this year.
Sincerely,
Sally

SERVICE DELIVERY

INTERVENTION ORDER
SUPPORT SERVICE
At Ringwood Magistrates Court, partnerships
have continued to strengthen with court-based
services in working towards better outcomes
for those affected by family violence. Following
the Royal Commission, it has been pleasing to
see improved facilities at court for victims of
family violence, including refurbishment of
the Protected Persons’ Space, remote videolink
facilities and a separate internal entrance
to the Court.
The Centre’s approach to this service continues
to be highly collaborative, with highly-skilled
volunteer paralegals providing invaluable
assistance to staff and clients - often receiving
strong praise from agencies, barristers and clients.
Skilled Community Lawyers continue to
provide advice and representation in family
violence matters, including many complex
situations impacted by factors such as cultural
background, changing police and court
approaches and situations where victim/
survivors may be misidentified as perpetrators.

CENTRE ACTIVITY
SUMMARY
ADVICE
CASES
OPEN AT START
OPEN DURING
CLOSED
TOTAL CLIENTS

2152
1035
242
793
783
2685

Right Place with right skills and collaboration
with focused programs

DEAKIN STUDENT
LEGAL SERVICE
With a new year in 2018, came a new name
and logo - Deakin Student Legal Service.
The number of students seeking legal and
migration advice grew significantly with 320
students assisted from the Burwood campus.
‘Know Your Rights’ seminars provided
targeted legal education about avoiding
scams, employment rights, tenancy rights
and migration information for international
students, who have recently arrived in
Australia, away from their home and families
for the first time, looking for a place to live
and work to help support themselves while
studying.

The Centre also filmed a series of online
employment rights videos for Deakin students
in in partnership with Deakin’s Graduate
Employment Division. The program continues
to identify key systemic issues for students,
particularly tenancy complaints that were
submitted to the local Council and relevant
agencies.
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SAGE
SAGE continued to respond to the complex legal and support needs of women experiencing
family violence. From the women that SAGE has supported, it has become even more evident
that the integration of a lawyer and a family violence advocate provides SAGE with the
opportunity to engage with women to achieve outcomes that would otherwise be unattainable.

SAGE ON THE NATIONAL STAGE
Almost two years following the announcement
of the Australian Government’s Women’s Safety
Package, a number of these programs were
highlighted at the 2017 National CLCs Conference.
The SAGE team presented on the benefits and
challenges of multidisciplinary work in ‘When
collaborating, add some SAGE: how to maximise
resilience in an integrated family violence model’.
As well as outlining the SAGE model in detail,
the SAGE lawyer and family violence advocate
demonstrated the different lenses and perspectives
applied by different practitioners in supporting
women and children experiencing family violence.

SPECIALIST SERVICE DELIVERY

SPECIALIST SERVICE DELIVERY

Through the year SAGE provided intensive, long-term, co-case
management to:

30

WOMEN PRESENTING WITH SIGNIFICANT COMPLEX NEEDS
INCLUDING:

4 WOMEN
IDENTIFIED AS
ABORIGINAL

7 WOMEN
REQUIRING
INTERPRETER

14 WOMEN

IDENTIFYING A LOTE
AS THE THEIR PRIMARY
LANGUAGE

4 WOMEN 19 WOMEN 28 WOMEN
IDENTIFYING
WITH 1 OR MORE
DISABILITIES

70

EXPERIENCING
MENTAL ILLNESS

EXPERIENCING
FINANCIAL
DISADVANTAGE

CHILDREN ASSISTED INDIRECTLY

Integrated Practice utilising trauma-informed
multidisciplinary teams

CASE STUDY: REHMAN
Rehman, 21, called ECLC for help getting onto
a payment plan for fines he couldn’t afford
to pay.
The AIRR team organised an appointment but
he didn’t attend. When the Enhanced Entry
Co-ordinator rang Rehman to find out why, she
discovered there was much more to his story.
She learned that Rehman had come to Australia
by boat as a refugee at age 15. With no relatives
in Australia to support him, he lived in shared
accommodation and continued his education
on his own. But after finishing school, he found
himself without much of a support network
when things started to go wrong.
Rehman had been in a car accident and an
insurance company were chasing him for

money. Rehman was already struggling with
his mental health as a result of the trauma he
experienced before coming to Australia and
on top of his fines and difficulty finding work,
it all became too much.
By asking the right questions, ECLC could find
the right answers. Based on his financial and
other circumstances, the community lawyer
made an application to get Rehman’s fines
revoked and successfully negotiated with the
insurance company to get his debt waived.
Meanwhile, the Co-ordinator, a community
service professional continued to work with
Rehman, encouraging him back into counselling
for his mental health and to apply for a
scholarship to get his employment goals back
on track.
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PARTNERSHIPS AND COMMUNITY DEV
With a focus on ECLC’s Priority Communities, the team has continued to
build the broad range of community partnerships, participating in over
seventy networks. This work is critical to raising awareness of legal
issues, deepening legal support and developing partnerships that increase
access to justice for clients and communities experiencing disadvantage
and vulnerability.
The Youth Referral and Independent Person Program (YRIPP) remains a key partnership
with the Centre for Multicultural Youth and the Youth Affairs Council of Victoria.
YRIPP delivers a high quality system of adult volunteers called “Independent Persons” who
attend police interviews with young people in police custody when a parent or guardian is
not available. YRIPP also seeks to divert young people from future offending through early
intervention at the point of police contact.
Two YRIPP staff are based in ECLC’s team and work closely with their volunteer IPs as well
as Victoria Police, as well as linking with the Centre’s community development work.
The Centre hosts financial counsellors from Better Place Australia (formerly FMC) and EACH
across the Box Hill and Boronia sites, expanding the services available to clients in need.
As these partnerships deepen, opportunities for shared work with clients continues to be a focus.
EACH has also provided social work support on site in response to clients seeking assistance
with elder abuse matters.

PARTNERSHIPS AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

Victoria Legal Aid

Carrington Health

Australian Government

Centre for Multicultural Youth

Victorian Government

Centrelink (Department of Human Services)

Attorney-General’s Department

Chinese Community Social Services Centre

Victoria Law Foundation

Communities’ Council on Ethnic Issues

Victorian Legal Services Board

Council On The Ageing (Victoria)

Department of Justice and Regulation

Court Network

City of Boroondara

Craig Family Centre

City of Whitehorse

Darwin Community Legal Service

Knox City Council

Deakin University Student Association

Manningham City Council

Department of Education and Training

Maroondah City Council

Department of Health and Human Services

Yarra Ranges Council

Devenish Lawyers

Phyllis Connor Memorial Trust

Eastern Access Community Health EACH

Victorian Multicultural Commission

Eastern Health

YX Ball Financial P/L

Eastern Mental Health Service Co=ordination
Alliance (EMHSCA)

Access Health and Community

EDVOS (Eastern Domestic Violence Service)

Anchor

EMR Family Violence Partnership

Anglicare Victoria

Ethnic Communities Council of Victoria

ARC Justice

Family Access Network

Balwyn Welfare Association
Barwon Community Legal Service
Better Place Australia
Boorndawan Willam Aboriginal Healing Service
Box Hill Community Information & Support
Camcare

VELOPMENT

Federation of Community Legal Centres
Fronditha Care
Gateway LLEN
Healesville Indigenous Community Services
Association

Partners have Right Place here.
Community and relationships are key.

Health Justice Australia

Northern Suburbs CLS (WA)

Healesville Community Market

Outer East Health & Community
Support Alliance

Healesville Fitness Centre
Healesville Living and Learning Centre

Regional Aboriginal Justice Advisory Committee

Healesville Uniting Church

Ringwood Family Relationship Centre (EACH)

HICCI (Healesville Interchurch Community
Care Inc.)

Ringwood Magistrates’ Court
Robinson Gill Lawyers

Holding Redlich

Rotary Australia

IndianCare

Seniors Rights Victoria

Indian Senior Citizens Association of Victoria

Sheriff’s Office – South East Metropolitan Region

Inner East PCP

Swinburne University

Inspiro Community Health Service

The Basin Community
House

JH Legal
Justice Connect
Knox Infolink
Knowmore Legal service
Living and Learning @ Ajani
Louise Multicultural Community Centre
Maurice Blackburn Lawyers
Migrant Information Centre (Eastern)
Moores
Mullum Mullum Indigenous Gathering Place
NACLC

The Besen Foundation
The University
of Melbourne
Uniting
Victoria Police
Women’s Health East
Women’s Legal Service
Victoria
Yarra Valley Community
Health
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ECLC committed to a program
of organisational improvement in
data management, evaluation and
reporting. A new manager role
established in early 2018 works with
internal and external stakeholders
to measure the work’s impact and the
experience of stakeholders, including
clients and partner organisations
This commitment aligns with key strategies
and indicators in ECLC’s Strategic Plan.

CLIENT SATISFACTION
SURVEY
The National Partnership Agreement (NPA) on
Legal Assistance Services 2015-2020 requires
two client surveys over this period. The Victorian
Client Satisfaction Survey was managed by the
Federation of Community Legal Centres using
the ANU’s Social Research Centre.
A state-wide aggregate report was developed
(based on 600 respondents) as well as
confidential reports for participating Centres
including ECLC.
The findings were overwhelming positive,
with the majority of survey respondents reporting
a positive, supportive and empowering
experience using CLCs. Beyond being satisfied
with the specific services (information or
advice) clients received from the CLCs, higher
levels of satisfaction often related to the way
in which the CLC staff member interacted with
the client.
Many clients felt the staff had gone “above and
beyond” to assist them. These clients explained
that CLC staff seemed to genuinely care about
their circumstances.

QUALITY AND EVALUATION
PRAXIS REVIEW
ECLC as a member of the EMR Regional
Family Violence Partnership committed to
participating in the Strengthening Family
Violence Systems Project. It reviewed its
generalist legal services utilising the Praxis
International Model, a deep-dive slice style
review that examines how institutional
systems and policies unintentionally obstruct
the safety of survivors and perpetrator
accountability. It also aims to identify solutions
and improvements that will enhance the
safety of survivors and increase perpetrator
accountability. ECLC is the only legal or justice
service agency to participate in this review.

Negative themes identified were multiple legal
and quasi-legal systems and processes that
a victim survivor must navigate, the uniquely
challenging experience faced by women from
CALD backgrounds, with a focus on language
and documentation and finally a lack of access
to adequate legal resources.
Key strengths that contributed to increased
safety and accountability were strong linkages
and collaboration between family violence
services, benefits flowing from lawyers being
trained in understanding the gendered nature
and structural drivers that lead to inequality
and family violence together with a broad
understanding of family violence risk factors.

QUALITY AND EVALUATION

The majority of respondents agreed that the Victorian CLC had:
MADE THEM FEEL SAFE AND SECURE
LISTENED TO THEIR PROBLEMS
CARED ABOUT THEIR CIRCUMSTANCES AND NEEDS
HELPED IMPROVE THEIR UNDERSTANDING OF THEIR SITUATION AND OPTIONS

ECLC’s own Survey Report – while not a large
sample size, in comparison with the overall
sector states, “… respondents who were
clients of Eastern CLC recorded higher levels
of agreement with positive statements related
to the service they received from their CLC.
ECLC clients were more likely to agree that
using the service has made them more
knowledgeable or confident regarding
handling their legal issues in future.

Given the sector results were highly positive,
this is an outstanding result with 91.7% of
clients reporting that ECLC:
•

listened to their problems

•

cared about their individual circumstances
and needs

•

helped them to understand rights and 		
responsibilities

•

made them feel safe and secure in using
the Centre

Understanding client and community outcomes
for learning and improvement

ENHANCED ENTRY
PROJECT EVALUATION
ECLC engaged an external evaluator, Emma
Pritchard Consulting – Evaluation for Impact,
to lead this evaluation project.
The findings contained in this report (to be
finalised in late 2018) will be used to inform
further refinements of the Triage Framework
and the role of the Enhanced Entry Co-ordinator
as well as to share the project’s experience and
insights with the legal assistance sector.

88%
86%
80%
80%
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Revenue for the year of $2.8m is consistent
with prior year. The year commenced with
significant delays in Government funding
announcements, causing a great deal of
planning uncertainty and anxiety. The year
ended at virtually break-even, with an operating
surplus of $4,847 (2017 $25,625) reflecting
prudent financial management by the
Board and Executive Management.

On behalf of the members of ECLC, I thank
the Board and Management for their prudent
financial management.

Net assets / Reserves at 30th June 2018
of $228,678 are consistent with prior year
($223,831). Current assets at 30th June 2018
of $1,126,736 provide adequate coverage of
current liabilities of $984,159.

Tony Monley OAM, FCPA, GAICD
Treasurer

Looking to the year ahead, ECLC continues
to face funding uncertainty in some areas.
Current reserves provide only a limited buffer
to absorb cash flow volatility. Accordingly, the
Board and Executive Management will again,
face a challenging year of budget management
to meet both current service obligations and
growing demand.

FINANCIAL SUMMARY
5%

1%

1%

3%
4%

5%

6%

7%

EXPENSES

INCOME

13%

68%

87%

AGD/VLA

Staffing

Community Partnerships

Property & Equipment

Legal Services Board

Program

Dept of Justice & Regulation
Local Government
Philanthropy/Donations
Interest

Administration

FINANCIAL SUMMARY

STATEMENT OF PROFIT OR LOSS AND OTHER COMPREHENSIVE
INCOME FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2018

Revenue

Gross profit

2018 $

2017 $

2,824,994

2,775,335

2,824,994

2,775,335

(2,466,142)

(2,392,927)

Program Expenses

(124,672)

(140,049)

Property & Equipment Expenses

(141,253)

(130,864)

(88,080)

(85,870)

4,847

25,625

Staffing Expenses

Administration expenses

Surplus for the year

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION AS AT 30 JUNE 2018
2018 $

2017 $

Cash assets

161,358

135,307

Receivables

49,547

ASSETS
CURRENT ASSETS

Other

915,831

961,402

1,126,736

1,096,709

5

5

Property, plant and equipment

138,870

58,033

Total Non-Current Assets

138,875

58,038

1,265,611

1,154,747

101,676

108,925

45,263

29,279

Provisions

301,279

209,685

Other

535,941

491,958

984,159

839,847

Provisions

52,774

91,069

Total Non-Current Liabilities

52,774

91,069

1,036,933

930,916

228,678

223,831

228,678

223,831

228,678

223,831

Total Current Assets
NON-CURRENT ASSETS
Other financial assets

Total Assets
LIABILITIES
CURRENT LIABILITIES
Payables
Current tax liabilities

Total Current Liabilities
NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES

Total Liabilities
Net Assets
MEMBERS’ FUNDS
Retained surplus

Total Members’ Funds
For full audited details of this summary, see www.eclc.org.au
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RIGHT TIME. RIGHT PLACE.
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RIGHT
TIME.
RIGHT
PLACE.
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BOX HILL OFFICE
Suite 3, Town Hall Hub
27 Bank Street
Box Hill VIC 3128

P 03 9285 4822
F 03 9285 4833
E eclc@eclc.org.au
Inner East: serving the communities
of Boroondara, Manningham and
Whitehorse

Outreach to: Ashburton, Bulleen,
Deakin University, Hawthorn and
Ringwood Magistrates’ Court.

BORONIA OFFICE
Suite B, 6 Floriston Road
(PO Box 747)
Boronia VIC 3155

P 03 9762 6235
F 03 9762 9751
E outereast@eclc.org.au

Outer East: serving the
communities of Knox and
Maroondah
Outreach to: Ringwood FRC,
Ringwood Magistrates’ Court
and Rowville.

HEALESVILLE OFFICE
Healesville Community Link
110 River Street
(PO Box 79)
Healesville VIC 3777

P 5962 1665
Regional 1300 79 70 88
E yarraranges@eclc.org.au
Yarra Ranges: serving the
communities of the Yarra Ranges

Outreach to: Lilydale, Monbulk,
Ringwood Magistrates’ Court
and Yarra Junction.
@EasternCLC

www.eclc.org.au

